Correlation analysis of external RNA controls reveals its utility for assessment of microarray assay.
Quality control of a microarray experiment has become an important issue for both research and regulation. External RNA controls (ERCs), which can be either added to the total RNA level (tERCs) or introduced right before hybridization (cERCs), are designed and recommended by commercial microarray platforms for assessment of performance of a microarray experiment. However, the utility of ERCs has not been fully realized mainly due to the lack of sufficient data resources. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-led community-wide Microarray Quality Control (MAQC) study generates a large amount of microarray data with implementation of ERCs across several commercial microarray platforms. The utility of ERCs in quality control by assessing the ERCs' concentration-response behavior was investigated in the MAQC study. In this work, an ERC-based correlation analysis was conducted to assess the quality of a microarray experiment. We found that the pairwise correlations of tERCs are sample independent, indicating that the array data obtained from different biological samples can be treated as technical replicates in analysis of tERCs. Consequently, the commonly used quality control method of applying correlation analysis on technical replicates can be adopted for assessing array performance based on different biological samples using tERCs. The proposed approach is sensitive to identifying outlying assays and is not dependent on the choice of normalization method.